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Advanced SQL: 1999 - Understanding Object-Relational and Other Advanced FeaturesMorgan Kaufmann, 2002
Advanced SQL:1999 - Understanding Object-Relational and Other Advanced Features is the practitioner's handbook to the standard's advanced features. It is not a re-presentation of the standard, but rather an authoritative, in-depth guide to its practical application. Like its companion, SQL:1999 - Understanding Relational Language...
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Beginning C++Apress, 2014

	Beginning C++ is a tutorial for beginners in C++ and discusses a subset of C++ that is suitable for beginners. The language syntax corresponds to the C++14 standard. This book is environment neutral and does not presume any specific operating system or program development system. There is no assumption of prior programming...
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SAS 9.1 SQL Procedure User's GuideSAS Institute, 2004

	Base SAS software supports Structured Query Language (SQL), the ANSI standard and widely used language that enables you to create, retrieve, and update database information. This title is your introductory, task-oriented resource for SQL as implemented through the SAS SQL procedure. With this title, you will learn the basics of using PROC...
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Sql: Learn Basics of Queries and Implement Easily (sql programming, SQL 2016, sql database programming, sql for beginners, sql beginners guide, sql ... sql workbook,sql guide,MSSQL) (Volume 1)CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2016

	SQL is a standard language for getting to and controlling databases. What is SQL? SQL remains for Structured Query Language SQL gives you a chance to get to and control databases SQL is an ANSI (American National Standards Institute) standard What Can SQL do? SQL can execute queries against a database SQL can get data from a database SQL can...
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Object-Oriented Programming with PHP5Packt Publishing, 2007
PHP is one of the most popular scripting languages of the last couple of years. Almost 60% of web servers are running on Apache with PHP. It is so popular that millions of websites and web applications are developed every month using PHP. PHP started its journey as a simple replacement for Perl, and in a few years it became tremendously popular and...
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SQL in a Nutshell (In a Nutshell (O'Reilly))O'Reilly, 2008

	
		For programmers, analysts, and database administrators, SQL in a Nutshell is the essential reference for the SQL language used in today's most popular database products. This new edition clearly documents every SQL command according to the latest ANSI standard, and details how those commands are implemented in Microsoft...
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Effective STL: 50 Specific Ways to Improve Your Use of the Standard Template LibraryAddison Wesley, 2001

	“This is Effective C++ volume three — it’s really that good.”

	— Herb Sutter, independent consultant and secretary of the ISO/ANSI C++ standards committee


	“There are very few books which all C++ programmers must have. Add Effective STL...
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The C Puzzle BookPrentice Hall, 1982

	The C Puzzle Book is an excellent choice for all programmers who want to expand on their basic knowledge of the C programming language. Completely compliant with ANSI C, this book has been designed to help readers gain a more thorough understanding of the C syntax and semantics through interesting puzzles that challenge the readers'...
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Database Design (Sams Teach Yourself)Sams Publishing, 2000
Database Design is the book you need to master the fundamentals of relational database design in today's ever-evolving world of database technologies.  This book takes an approach to database design to teach the reader how to reach into the inner depths of an organization to understand the business needs, data, and daily processes that will all...
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Learning SQLO'Reilly, 2005
SQL (Structured Query Language) is a standard programming  language for generating, manipulating, and retrieving information from a  relational database. If you're working with a relational database--whether  you're writing applications, performing administrative tasks, or generating  reports--you need to know how to interact...
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Aspect-Oriented Programming with AspectJSams Publishing, 2002
In a November 2001 Java Pro magazine article, noted Java pundit Daniel Savarese states, "The days of Object-Oriented Programming may be numbered, One day we may all be using Aspect-Oriented Programming ."  While this may be hyperbole, the AOP bring certain needed improvements to the OOP.  AspectJ is a Java-based tool that allows...
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Programming in C (3rd Edition) (Developer's Library)Sams Publishing, 2004
It’s hard to believe that 20 years have passed since I first wrote Programming in C. At that
time the Kernighan & Ritchie book The C Programming Language was the only other
book on the market. How times have changed!

When talk about an ANSI C standard emerged in the early 1980s, this book was split
into two...
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